
ATTITUDE FOR BUSINESS





How does an Attitude evolve?
 It starts with a 

stimulation, good or bad

 That stimulation causes 
a feeling

 That feeling evokes an 
emotion



How does an Attitude evolve?
 That emotion incites a 

perception

 That perception 
becomes your reality

 That reality dictates the 
way you act or influence 
those around you. 



Why is Attitude so important 
to your business?

 Customers respond 
according to the way you 
make them feel

 Your reputation is often 
sealed by the first 
impressions you display



Why is Attitude so important to 
your business?

 Just as important is the 
reputation for the business 
you represent.

 You may only get one 
opportunity with that 
customer



So………..how is your Attitude?
Rate yourself 10 highest, 1 lowest
 I would rate my attitude at__________

 My family would rate me at _________

 My associates would rate me _________

 My employer would rate me at _________

 I would rate my job enthusiasm __________

 I would rate my patience at _____________

 I would rate my enthusiasm for life _______

 I would rate my sense of humor a _________



A Daily Attitude Action plan for Me
 Always making today my best day  Psalms 118:24

 Take pride in a job well done  Phil 1:27

 Treat others with respect Eph 4:32

 Isolate my negative thoughts 2Tim 1:7

 Treat tasks as opportunities Eph 5:15-16

 Use my talents daily Mat 25:29

 Do the job right the first time Pro 21:5

 Expect positive outcomes daily  Phil 4:13  

 Speak well of others Eph 4:29 



How to keep a positive Attitude?

 If you think your beaten you are

 If you want to win but think you can’t, it’s almost for 
certain you won’t

 If you think you will lose, your lost

 For success begins with a person’s will

 It’s all in the state of mind



 Life’s battles don’t always go to the stronger and faster 
man…….
But sooner or later the man who wins….
is the man who thinks he can!





THE NEXT TIME YOU FEEL LIKE GOD CAN’T 
USE YOU, JUST REMEMBER……………………
 NOAH WAS A DRINKER
 SARA AND ABRAHAM WERE TOO OLD
 JACOB WAS A LIAR
 LEAH WAS UGLY
 JOSEPH WAS ABUSED 
 MOSES STUTTERED
 GIDEON WAS AFRAID
 JOB WENT BANKRUPT
 MARY MAGDALENE WAS ……….
 ZACCHEUS WAS TOO SMALL
 PETER DENIED CHRIST
 LAZARUS WAS DEAD
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